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ABSTRACT
Seed filling is basic technique of image morphology. The goal of the seed filling operations is to find the
seed point and fill the object contours starting from that seed point. In image processing area, the main and
most important problem is region filling. This technique is used for image analysis. There are many
algorithms for filling but the proposed algorithm can be used to find seeds dynamically. Moreover,
proposed algorithm is more efficient as compared to existing techniques. Seeds are found very fast. During
filling process the whole region is filled inside the contour and the proposed algorithm does not cross the
boundary of contour.
Key words: Contour filling, image processing, image morphology, seed filling.
1.

filling and edge filling are two main types among
many region filling algorithms. A recursive search
method is used to implement seed fill or flood fill
methods.
A linear time algorithm is proposed to overcome
the deficiencies of previous algorithms. This
algorithm fills regions inside contour in raster form,
the contour pixels or the 8- connected chain-code.
In Fig (1) 8-connectivity is described. Linear time
algorithm relies on contour labeling and filling. For
contour tracing two techniques are used. One is
edge-following and the second is border-following.
[1]

INTRODUCTION

In image processing, region filling is used for
image analysis and in computer graphics, a specific
area of image can be painted out by using this
technique.
There are two parts for seed filling algorithm.
First part of this algorithm finds starting seed and
connected pixels are discovered in second part.
Seed points can be searched automatically or they
can be chosen by the user. A working memory is
needed to keep the record of all seed filling
algorithms.
A seed fill is the operation of image processing
where pixels in some region of an image are
assigned a label. Seed fill process has multiple
names. In graphics community, the terms seed fill
and flood fill are used for this process. In image
morphology this operation is called binary
reconstruction and grayscale reconstruction. In
image analysis this operation is most important
technique.
The division of this paper is as follows: Related
work is given in Section 2. Framework has been
described in Section 3. Section 4 describes
technique. Results have been shown in section 5.
Finally Section 6 gives the Conclusion and future
work.
2.

Fig. 1: Adjacency of neighbors
This algorithm has low computation cost and fills
correctly. These types of algorithm are dependent
on the 8-connected contour tracing for their
operations. The correctness of the algorithm is still
not proven and it is hard to find the failure cases of
the tracing algorithm. The overlapping of the object
of interest can be handled by this algorithm. [1]
Another algorithm is O (p × d)-time algorithm for
region filling [2]. Given a contour, represented by p

RELATED WORK

There are many algorithms for filling the image
and one of them is linear-time algorithm [1]. Seed
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bin codes with their corresponding neighbor
information and denotes the depth of the
corresponding bin tree of the given bin codes.
There are many region filling algorithms such as
region filling algorithms on raster graphics, region
filling on binary raster images and algorithm for
filling the region represented by a quad tree. But
these region filling algorithms are only used for
simple region filling and do not include the holes
during filling. Proposed O(p × d)-time algorithm
overcome this deficiency. An efficient algorithm
for region filling on the bin codes is presented in
[2]
For region count, another algorithm is presented
in [3]. This algorithm improves the deficiencies of
seed fill algorithm such as column method and
recursive method. The draw back of algorithm is
that the processing time depends on the size and
geometry of the input image.
3.

4.

PROPOSED TECHNIQUE

The proposed technique is given as follows:
4.1 Image Acquisition
The most important aspect of proposed technique
is image acquisition
uigetfile function is used to retrieve more than one
files .
[FileName, PathName] =uigetfile ('*.fmt');
Concatenation function strcat is used and store in
variable tltPath.
tltPath=strcat (PathName,FileName);
image is read by using function imread.
Im_org=imread (tltPath)
If im_org is RGB
Convert RGB to gray
else
Take im_org
To convert grayscale rgb2gray function is used.
Im_org=rgb2gray(im_org)

PROPOSED FRAMEWORK
4.2 Find Seed Point
To find the seed point automatically and
efficiently, proposed algorithm does not go outside
of the region. The scanning process is only bound
inside the filling regions. This algorithm scans the
region once. In this algorithm, none of the pixels
out of the region needed to be scanned and seeds
are found very fast.

Keeping in view the deficiencies of the algorithm
mentioned in related work, a new algorithm is
proposed. It describes that once image is acquired
then contour beginning point is found which is
basically seed, from where filling is to be started.
Then we find contour of an image which is starting
point of the seed. Classify contour point to filling
starting point and ending point. After classifying,
filling is start from starting point to ending point.
The steps involved in the implementation phase are
shown in figure 2.

4.3 Contour points
To implement proposed algorithm for seed
filling, first of all contour points are find. Identify
the starting, skipping and ending points for filling.
Filling starting point is marked by start while
ending points are marked by nonc and skipping
points are marked by offc. For this purpose
sum_dalte_y is calculated. Sum_dalta_y is the sum
of offsets in y direction. Consider (xi,yi) a contour
point then there are following three conditions:
a) If sum_delta_y>0; (xi,yi) filling starting point,
b) If Sum_delta_y<0; (xi,yi) filling ending point
c) If sum_delta_y =0; (xi,yi) filling skipping point.
This algorithm also describes new method to find
contour points. New method gives some formulas
for finding starting, ending and skipping point.
Filling starting point is marked by start ending
points are marked by nonc and skipping points are
marked by offc.
initialization of number of bit per pixels.
num_bits_per _pixel = 8;
offc range
offc=2^num_bits_per_pixel-3
‘for loop’ 2 to 2^num_bits_per_pixel-3.
Values are assigned to offc one by one.

Fig 2: Filling process
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4.4 Find outer and inner contour
After finding out starting, ending and skipping
point, inner and outer contours are found. For an
outer contour, filling starts at the filling starting
point and finishes at the filling ending point that is
from left to right. For inner contour filling also
starts at filling starting point and finishes at the
filling ending point but at this time from right to
left. For finding inner and outer contour, sum of all
angles are calculated. If sum_angle>0, contour is an
outer contour otherwise it is inner contour.
contouring the input image imcontour function is
used.
[im_cntr]=imcontour (im_gray,255)
which take input image and number of levels as an
input.
Classify into starting point and ending point:
‘For loop’ 1 to n
conditions for classifying
If image is offc+1|| offc+2
image= startc;
else if image== offc-1 || offc-2)
image= nonc;

Fig. 3: Original image
image and filled image are nearly same. The screen
shot in Fig. 3 shows the original image
cameraman.tif. MATLAB provides special
functions for reading image data from graphics file
formats. After reading an original image, the
contouring process finds the contours of the
original image according to its axis and object
shape. To find the contour of the image, first of all
contour points are find. New algorithm finds the
contour point automatically. The resultant image
after contouring process shows only the contours of
input image. Fig. 4 shows the results after
contouring process.

4.5 Classify into starting point and ending point
After finding out outer contour and inner contour
classify contour points to filling starting point and
filling ending point. Starting point is marked by
start and ending point is marked by nonc.
ending point
nonc=offc+2+1
starting point
Start= offc-2+1

4.6 Filling from starting to end point:
After classifying, execute filling from filling
starting point to ending point. For outer contour
filling is done from left to right and for inner
contour filling is done from right to left.
contourf function is used for filling
[im_cntrf,h]=contourf(im_gray)
Output image
Filling image obtained
5.

Fig. 4: Finding contours of image

After finding the contour of input image, filling
process is start. Contour filling is applied to the
contoured image. Filled image is approximately
equal to the input image. Fig 5 shows the filled
image.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Proposed algorithm is applied on the original
image for contour filling. The algorithm depends on
the shape and size of an image. After contouring
process, image is filled from starting point to
ending point. Results show that original
Fig. 5: Original and filled image
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The result of JPG image is shown below. This
image is firstly converted into grayscale by using
rgb2gray function. I = rgb2gray (RGB) converts the
true-color image RGB to the grayscale intensity
image. Fig. 6 shows the original image, its
contouring and filled image. In this image the result
of filled image also approximately similar to filled
image.

6.

CONCLUSION & FUTURE WORK

The goal of seed filling operation is to find the
seed point and fill the object contours starting from
that seed point. In proposed system, seed point is
basically the starting point. Seed point can be found
by the user manually in most of the existing
techniques. To find the seed is difficult process in
most of the applications. The proposed algorithm
finds the seed automatically and fills the contours
starting from that point. Seed points can be found
very fast. After finding seed point, the contouring
process starts which contours the object boundaries
according to its shape and size. After contouring
process, the filling of the contour is performed in
which the whole region is filled inside the contour.
During filling, this algorithm does not cross the
boundary of contour. Results show that filled
images are nearly equal to the input images as well
as proposed algorithm is more efficient as compare
to existing techniques.
The proposed algorithm depends upon the shape
and size of images. For future work this can be
made independent of shape and size.

Fig. 6: Original image, its contouring and filled
image
Fig. 7 shows contouring and filling of input image.
Filled image is same like as input image.
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